Many people are not familiar with this denomination of Xianity which is known as Orthodox Christianity. It is however one of the most ridiculous, bloodthirsty, and insane ones to ever be created. It’s actually one of the most dark, vile and aggressive versions of christianity, and one of the most masterful in hiding its crimes.

Below I have translated an expert from a book that was written in 1931. Actually, it was never a book until later. All publishing houses decided to not publish it as it would have devastating effects in the society back then. This was written by a Greek who went on the Ayion Oros mountain, which translates into "The Holy Mountain", or in other words, the Vatican of Orthodox Christianity, situated in Macedonia Greece.

This, aside many other monastery complexes, were built on top of Pagan ruins. After the Pagans there were raped, murdered, and destroyed, the new "Faith" of the jews established their chapels exactly where the Pagan children and Mystics were slain. These are places of natural beauty and ley lines.

The author of this book was a Greek of his time, which was needless to say financially flat broke. Back then poverty was rampant, which led many people to try to find work. In poverty ridden and war-torn countries, the Ayion Oros or the Vatican of Christianity, was a perfect place to go to work, or so many workers thought. They had to sign a contract with the ultimate evil and keep their mouth shut.

This person was able to infiltrate the people living there, and what he saw was a foul abomination. Working for more than 12 hours a day, and being refused of bread and water in particular occasions, these people were working slavishly for "Jesus Christ" and his "Kingdom of Heaven". Which ironically is build on the best places on earth. So, this person being a builder has had some insider knowledge that other people who simply came as visitors never were able to have.

I translated this for simple reasons. Many of you are simply unaware of what kind of evil we are dealing with. We are dealing with child molesters, illegal traders, gluttons of the worst fashion, rapists, murderers, sadistic individuals. A cesspool of humanity that few can imagine.
The author writes many stories including how these 'clergymen' would take a show of how they are, eating only bread and water, and then they would go to 'wash their teeth'. The public wasn't allowed to see this "holy ritual". However, the worker from this place was passing by and he saw a smoking chimney, which shows, all these overweight pastors and clergymen were feasting like oxen in this room, meat and other delicacies. In the middle of circumstances where everyone else was war and poverty ridden in this country. This was the simplest of the stories of their hypocrisy, materialism and gluttony.

Except of this simple hypocrisy, he saw many other things, including people getting their young children there to be raped (in exchange for blessings or money, the highest bidder wins), children abducted yearly that were younger than 7 years old so they would hardly remember their parents, have identities, or even 'exist' in society, homegrown as cattle in the place so they can get raped by all these diseased 'elders', drug dealing, illegal trading, boats filled with hookers that would arrive in a frequent basis (Sea-floaoting brothels), frequent murders of individuals that simply disappeared, people tied with ropes on trees and whipped until their insides came out and their limbs were paralyzed and blue, and many other things. Obviously, this person didn't stay there for a long time. He pretended he was going to pick something from outside the holy places, and planned his escape.

The Keckler testimony is basically the same thing as here, only Keckler saw this from an insider's perspective, and this worker saw it observing it. He played by their rules and pretended to be their friend, see and hear no evil. He was recording his experience. Below I will translate the epilogue of this book as I do not have time to translate the whole material.

**Remember: this was in 1931.** People back then still saw and hated the jews and their religion, but they had no press, no internet, no information, no freedom of movement; hardly an ability to write in many places. Shortly afterwards the National Socialists and many others started busting on and destroying the church, unraveling pedophilia scandals and the like. We are dealing with ultimate evil. Do not let idiots fool you. The stupid idiots who sit in the front to protect this evil, and this evil energy matrix called "Islam", "Christianity" and "Judaism" are useful cannon fodder idiots that these criminals use to harass others and make sure that nobody will ever get to them.

This is the spirit of Orthodox Christianity. The authored called this, "The Saintly Mask: The Leprous Soul House", by Themos Cornaros. Remember, the author writes in 1931- he still has discovered the same things and the same issues the church does today, all the same crimes. The only difference is that before this time, all witnesses disappeared, were raped and killed.
Lastly, the Vatican, and the Ayion Oros are separate states. They have their own judge and jury, their own law, they exist as criminal states on their own. There is no judgement for these people by any side. Only their extermination and soul torture and destruction may absolve anything from this cesspool.

Again, "Satan the Accuser" is not present where there is nothing to accuse. Let the goyim worship these rapists, these murderers, and praise jehova and the 'All Powerful Jesus Christ' that observes all this, and allows it to happen. Because guess what he doesn't exist. But if he did, he is a fucking sadomasochistic swine, one whom I would love to crack his head open with Odin's hammer.

After the book ends he writes, writing of numerous of his experiences, disgusted after relating a few of his experiences in his writings:

"All these, are nothing but a faint image, of a reality. And this reality is nothing else but the vampiric medieval times of the church people. And we are ruled by these blood drinking vampires.

We are careless, slave-like, "live and let be'ers", charlatans (in our best manifestation), we sit down with our arms crossed and we allow the disgusting blood drinking vampire to drink our blood and our humanity.

I am not the first person to see all of these mockerys, that are happening on the back of one generation, of one moral and labor producing humanity.

And others, with thousands of eyes more than me, they have seen all these depravities. Poets, journalists, intellectuals, people of the law, ruling leaders, they have stepped and lived on this sinful land.

Nobody has spoken out. The law fell to sleep. The society, systematically and officially covered all of this sewage, in which spawn illegal merchants, the "holy" sex traffickers, the great martyrs of christ, the pederasts and the murderers.

For these people to be characterized as "monsters" it would be too light, and if it wouldn't offend the working animals, we are sacrificing and we have been sacrificing lives, whole societies, civilizations, ethics, and our human existence.

One should never forget the natural catastrophe of Chalqidae [my note an earthquake that was devastating back then]. And then nobody will forget the good christians of "Athos" [another region].

They did not give one single penny on those afflicted by the earthquake, those that served them like slaves, for 10 continuous centuries. They were closed in
their own state. They put sentries, they put the official Greek State in front of them: they commanded the general policy instructor, to sign a command, that would forbid the entrance of any person and "above all the journalists". And this you can understand why: so, they can hide the lies that supposedly the Ayion Oros was also devastated by the Earthquake. This translates in simplified Greek tongue as: to protect their extreme wealth and their endless gold. To exploit the lumber that was lying on the region and the shores of such for 3-4 years, without any buyer being interested in it. [My note these political scandals are happening everyday on this place, everything to get money]

And the State, slave and subservient of the Medieval State (Ayion Oros), they certified this lie of the clergymen, with their official stamp and agreement.

They put endless taxation on the worker and on the farmer, and they collected from them 15 million drachma, or what I would call as drops of their blood[my note insane amount for the time, also notice the Kabbalistic number 15] so they could buy the lumber from the Ayion Oros, so they would create cheap housing for those stricken by the earthquake.

The majority of the lumber that was used is greek native [ie belongs to the greek land]. But it's in the the Ayion Oros [as stated a separate state]. Which means that we paid, on top of everything, and extremely expensive, the bestiality, the criminality of the holy clergymen of the christians of the Ayion Oros.

And one thing I would like to say: whomever has stepped foot on this land, if they asked for water or for bread, they were given none, these "Servants of the Lord". They give you copious amounts of wine. And this happens for a reason.

Slaves are required to work the earth, so they can feed the pig holy men of the Ayion Oros. But they have to work without payment [my note: They turned them to goyim with hallucinogens, and instated communism obviously]. And for this to happen, you have to rip off from humans, their heart, their conscience, and to paralyze their nervous system. Alcoholism was the greatest helper for the creation of these human golems. And these holy people cultivate the creation of such people very well, these natural perverts.

Very few workers of those that enter the place of Ayion Oros ever make it out.

All their life they go around these places of the Holy Mary, begging the clergymen to take them so they can work on something, for nothing but a piece of bread.

And all of this happens so the Ayion Oros clergies can create an easy environment so they can run their business of illegal trading, paralyzing
individuals, conducting murder, and the creation of texts like those of Nicodemus, filled with pornography.

If anyone tries to think what these people, these disgusting dogs, offer to the greater whole, compared to the goods and riches they enjoy, their hair will stand on their read end, and they will have humanity with its criminal acceptance and passivity.

Their job is usury. Nothing else. They are even doing usury upon themselves. They are usurious to the State and they live from the money it collects. They cheat and usurp the worker and the farmer and they steal their money.

They cheat and deceive the mother and steal her child.

This last statement I made has a specific importance: there hasn't been one year - we have all heard of it - where there are not many 6-8 old little children that are going missing. The jews require children of such age, christian children, for their Passover, we have been taught. But they are not only needed by the jews, but for the Holy Christians of the Ayion Oros, for their bed, so they can become machines that produce sexual pleasure for them.

Exactly. This is where one must go to try to find these missing children. This is where they are getting lost, and this is where they constantly and every time get lost. [My note I wonder if we rave and destroy all these places, how many missing souls and undocumented people who lived this life we will find? "Praise Rabbi Christ Yeshua and his second Cumming, of him and his 144,000 jews..."]

There are children in these places of corruption 14 years and older, who have never had a mother, or a father. They do not even remember their own name. They do not remember their own homeland. They only have faint memories, from some blurry memories, which make you understand at which age these children were abducted by the ethical and holy people, with the thousand masks, those whose habitat is in the mud and the sewage of the soul.

And the tasty thing is that how they get these children in is based on usury, or with special agents they employ, which is not enough to cover the sexual needs of the Ayion Oros. This is why when Benizelos [my note (the ((("Greek"))) prime minister and known freemason of the time] went to the holiest Batopedi, the first disappointment the clergymen expressed to him was that "the children were prohibited entry in the Ayion Oros by the police".
The answer of the president was, to call his police head principal of the Ayion Oros named Tsapakis, and to ask him specific explanations (as to why children were not allowed). "I get orders from people higher than me", he was answered by the head of the police.

"I cancel completely every prior order". With these words the prime minister gave his disgusting order, which allows these imposer satyrs to do freely and easily child trafficking and sex trading.

I CONDEMN, in the front of the people of this world, this mafia of the Ayion Oros People and all those who abet their crimes.

I ACCUSE, on the working people who pay taxes, on the people who are hungry and beaten by life, the double exploitation that is happening on their back, for 4 thousand parasites that live on the sinful Ayion Oros mountain. [My note sinful in Greek means deviant, not necessarily a religious statement implying belief of the author.]

I POINT TOWARDS, with real names, these criminals.

I do not call for "the leaders of this world" and neither I can ask that the so called authorities solve this evil and cure it.

I am talking to the homeless, to the hungry, to the unemployed, these people who are living in leprous conditions, the prisoners of the wet prisons of Itzadin, of Aegean, of Fyrka etc. I am talking to these people. [My note: He is calling for criminals to be put there in a form of prison aside the other criminals].

And for these people and their sanatoriums there is a place for the leprosy-center of the cesspool of humans, a place to build a prison, and for people who need natural wealth to go and take it. For the people struck by the earthquake, there is wood so they can create one hundred times, more than they need, of food, of clothes, and anything they need, for decades.

It's up to them to think more ethically and honestly, and it's on their hands to damage the feudalism, that are sitting there are do parasitize for 10 centuries the land of Athos (Where the Ayion Oros usurped part of to build itself).

This is the infamous, the glorious and very 'blessed', Ayion Oros, the Head of Orthodox Christianity. With the name that some people plan to give it, "The Mountain of Health and the Pinnacle of Spiritual Knowledge",

-Themos Kornaros"
Do you understand jackshit now of why we do the RTR's and why we are at war with these people?

If you do not, I feel sorry for you.

If you DO understand, join us on the RTR's and our Spiritual Warfare, side with the Gods, and let's make this pest disappear through spiritual means, from our world once and for all.
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